
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRIcr Of NEW YORK

United States of America,
Libelant

One Book called “Ulysses”
Random House, Inc.,

Claimant

O.i cross motions for a decree in a libel of confiscation, supplemented by
a stipulation—hereInafter described—brought by the United States against
th. book “Ulysses” by James Joyce, under Section joj ol the Tariff Act
~ 5930, TItle zç. United States Code, Section 130,, on the ground that
k~e book is obscene within the meaning of that Section, and, hence, Is not
importable Into the United States, but Is subject to seizure, forfeiture and
csisftscation and destruction.

United States Attorney—by Samuel C. Coleman, !sq., and Nicholas
&alas, Esq.. of counsel—for the United States, in support of motion for
a decree of forfeiture, and In opposition to motion for a decree dismissing
~ libel.

News. Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernst,—by Morris L. Ernst, E.q., and
~n4~r Lindey, Esq.1 of counsel—attorneys for claimant Random
~, Inc., in support of motion for a decree dismissing the libel, and
b eppositlon to motion for a decree of forfeiture.
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WOOLSEY, J.:
The motion for a decree dismissing the libel herein is

granted, and, consequently, of course, the Government’s mo
tion for a decree of forfeiture and destruction is denied.

Accordingly a decree dismissing the libel without costs may
be entered herein.

I. The practice followed in this case is in accordance with the
suggestion made by me in the case of United States v. One Book
Entitled “Contraception”, 51 F. (2d) 525, and is as follows:

After issue was joined by the filing of the claimant’s answer
to the libel for forfeiture against “Ulysses”, a stipulation was
made between the United States Attorney’s office and the at
torneys for the claimant providing:

z. That the book “Ulysses” should be deemed to have been
annexed to and to have become part of the libel just as if it had
been incorporated in its entirety therein.

2. That the parties waived their right to a trial by jury.
~. That each party agreed to move for decree in its favor.
4. That on such cross motions the Court might decide all the

questions of law and fact involved and render a general finding
thereon.

~. That on the decision of such motions the decree of the
Court might be entered as if it were a decree after trial.

It seems to me that a procedure of this kind is highly appro
priate in libels for the confiscation of books such as this. It is
an especially advantageous procedure in the instant case be
cause on account of the length of “Ulysses” and the difficulty of
reading it, a jury trial would have been an extremely unsatis.
factory, if not an almost impossible, method of dealing with it.

II. I have read “Ulysses” once in its entirety and I have read
those passages of which the Government particularly com
plains several times. In fact, for many weeks, my spare time has
been devoted to the consideration of the decision which my
duty would require me to make in this matter.

“Ulysses” is not an easy book to read or to under.~nd, But
there has been much written about it, and in order properly to
approach the consideration of it it is advisable to read a num
ber of other books which have now become its satellites. The
study of “Ulysses” is, therefore, a heavy task.

III. The reputation of “Ulysses” in the literary world, how
ever, warranted my taking such time as was necessary to enable
me to satisfy myself as to the intent with which the book was
written, for, of course, in any case where a book is claimed to
be obscene it must first be determined, whether the intent with
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which it wa~ written was what is called according to the Usual
phrase Pornograph. is, written for the purpose of cx
Ploiting obscenity.

If the conc sion is that the book is Pornograp~jC that is the
end of the inquj,.~ and forfeiture must follow.

But in “Ulysses”, in Spite of it~ Unusual frankness i do not
detect anywhere the leer of the sensualist I hold, therefore,
that it is not Pornograp~j~

~v. In wrft~~ “Ulysses” Joyce sought to make a serious ex
periment in a flew, if not who1i~ novel, litera~ genre Re takes
perso~5 of the lower middle class living ~fl Dublin ~ 1904 and
seeks not only to describe What they did on a certain day early
in June of that year as they went about the City bent on their

about the while
Usual Occupations, but also to tell what many of them thought

Joyce has attempted. seems tome, with astonishing succe~
~to show how the screen of consciousness with it5 evershiftjng
kaleidoscopic Impression ca~es, as it Were on a Plastic palim~
sest, not only what is in the focus of each man’s obse~iation of
the actual things about him, but also in a penumbral Zone
residua of past impressjo~5 some recent and some drawn up
by association from the domain of the SUbsconscious Re shows
how each of these impressions affects the life and behavior of
the character Which he is describing

What he seeks to get is not Unlike the results of a double or,
if that is Possible, a multiple exposure on a cinema film which
would give a clear foregro~fl~ with a backpoufld visible but
Somewhat blurred and OUt of focus in varysng degrees

To convey by words an effect Which obviously lends itself
more aPpropriately to a graphic technique accounts, it seej~
to me, for much of the Obscurity Which meets a reader of “Ulys
~“. And it also explains another aspect of the book, Which I
have further to consider namely, Joyce’s Sincerity and his

Operate
honest effort to show exactly how the min~ of his characters

If Joyce did not attempt to be honest in developing the tech.
nique which he has adopted in “Ulysses” the result would be
PsYchologica’ly misleading and thus unfaithful to his chosen
~chnique. Such an attitude would be artistically inexcusable

It is because Joyce has been loyal to his technique and has
no~ funked its necessary implications, but has honestly at
~mpted to tell fully what his characters think about, that he
has been the Subject of so many attacks and that his purpose
has been so often misunderstood and misrepresentd For hi5
attempt sincerely and honestly to realize his objectj~~ has re
quired him incidentally to Use certain words which are gen.
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erally considered dirty words and has led at times to what
many think is a too poignant preoccupation with sex in the
thoughts of his characters.

The words which are criticized as dirty are old Saxon words
known to almost all men and, I venture, to many women, and
are such words as would be naturally and habitually used, I
believe, by the types of folk whose life, physical and mental,
Joyce is seeking to describe. In respect of the recurrent emerg
ence of the theme of sex in the minds of his characters, it must
always be remembered that his locale was Celtic and his season
Spring.

Whether or not one enjoys such a technique as Joyce uses is
a matter of taste on which disagreement or argument is futile,
but to subject that technique to the standards of some other
technique seems to me to be little short of absurd.

Accordingly, I hold that “Ulysses” is a sincere and honest
book and I think that the criticisms of it are entirely disposed
of by its rationale.

V. Furthermore, “Ulysses” is an amazing tour de force when
one considers the success which has been in the main achieved
with such a difficult objective as Joyce set for himself. As I have
stated, “Ulysses” is not an easy book to read. It is brilliant and
dull, intelligible and obscure by turns. In many places it seems
to me to be disgusting, but although it contains, as I have men
tioned above, many words usually considered dirty, I have not
found anything that I consider to be dirt for dirt’s sake. Each
word of the book contributes like a bit of mosaic to the detail
of the picture which Joyce is seeking to construct for his readers.

If one does not wish to associate with such folk as Joyce
describes, that is one’s own choice. In order to avoid indirect
contact with them one may not wish to read “Ulysses”; that is
quite understandable. But when such a real artist in words, as
Joyce undoubtedly is, seeks to draw a true picture of the lower
middle class in a European city, ought it to be impossible for
the American public legally to see that picture?

To answer this question it is not sufficient merely to find, as
I have found above, that Joyce did not write “Ulysses” with
what is commonly called pornographic intent, I must endeavor
to apply a more objective standard to his book in order to de
termine its effect in the result, irrespective of the intent with
which it was written.

VI. The statute under which the libel is filed only de
nounces, in so far as we are here concerned, the importation
into the United States from any foreign country of “any obscene
book”. Section 305 of the Tariff Act of 1930, Title ig United
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I.
~o what States Code, Section ~ It does not u1arshal against books the

~ in the spectrum of condemnatorY adjectives found, commonly, in laws
dealing with matters of this kind. I am, therefore, only required

~ words to determine whether “Ulysses” is obscene within the legal
~i, and definition of that word.
b tised, I The meaning of the word “obscene” as legally defined by the
E mental, Courts is: tending to stir the sex impulses or to lead to sexually

~erg- impure and lustful thoughts. Dunlop v. United States, i6~ U. S.
~ it must 486, ~oi; United States v. One Book Entitled “Married Love”,
~i season 48F. (2d) 821, 824; United States v. One Book Entitled “Con

traception”, ~i F. (2d) 525, 528; and compare Dysart v. United
~ States, 272 U. S. 655, 657; Swearingefl v. United States, i6i
I~z futile, U. S. 446, 450; United States v. Dennett, ~ F. (2d) 564, 568

other (C. C. A. 2); People v. Wendling, 258 N. Y. 451, 453.Whether a particular book would tend to excite such im~

~ honest pulses and thoughts must be. tested by the Court’s opinion as
~ ~~sposed to its effect on a person with average sex instincts—what the

French would call l’homme moyen sensuel—who plays, in this
branch of legal inquiry, the same role of hypothetical reagent

frr when as does the “reasonable man” in the law of torts and “the man
~hieved
~ I have learned in the art” on questions of invention in patent law.
I~~t and The risk involved in the use of such a reagent arises from the
bi seems inherent tendency of the trier of facts, however fair he may

men- intend to be, to make his reagent too much subservient to his
not - own idiosyncrasies. Here, I have attempted to avoid this, if

~fr. Each •- possible~ and to make my reagent herein more objective than
~ detail e might otherwise be, by adopting the following course:
~,eaders. After I had made my decision in regard to the aspect of“Ulysses”1 now under consideration, I checked my impressions

La Joyce with two friends of mine who in my opinion answered to the~ircct

~t ~ above stated requirement for my reagent.

ds, as These literary assessors—as I might properly describe them
lower —were called on separatelY~ and neither knew that I was consulting the other. They are men whose o~~i0fl on literature

for and on life I value most highly. They had th read “Ulysses”.
and, of course, were wholly unconnected with this cause.

Without letting either of my assessors know what my decision
was, I gave to each of them the legal definition of obscene and
asked each whether in his opinion “Ulysses” was obscene within
that definition.

I was interested to find that they both agreed with my opifl
ion: that reading “Ulysses” in its entirety, as a book must be
read on such a test as this, did not tend to excite sexual im

ê pulses or lustful thoughts but that its net effect on them was
only that of a somewhat tragic and very powerful commentary
on the inner lives of men and women.
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It is only with the normal person that the law is Concerned
Such a test as I have described, therefore, is the only proper test
of obscenity in the case of a book like “Ulysses” Which is a sin. ~
cere and serious attempt to devise a new literary method for
the observation and description of mankind,

I am quite aware that Owing to some of its scenes “Ulysses” ~
is a rather strong draught to ask some sensitive, though normal,persons to take. But my considered opinion after long refiec. £~
tion, is that whilst in many places the effect of “Ulysses” on the
reader undoubtedly is somewhat emetic, nowhere does it tend
to be an aphrodisiac

“Ulysses” may, therefore, be admitted into the United States.

JOHN M. WOOLSEY
UNiTED STArEs DISTRICT JUDGE

December 6, 1933 ~ Taz NEW DEAL IN
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